Any My PCS Online student who did not pick up their instructional items during our August or September distribution days can email Mr. Taylor at taylorth@pcsb.org. He will work with you to gather the items you need and to set up a time for you to come to school to sign out these items. A complete listing of the items available for our My PCS Online Students:

- Biology 1 Honors – textbook and two workbooks
- Chemistry 1 Honors – textbook and workbook
- Environmental Science Honors – textbook
- AP Physics – textbook
- Algebra IA – textbook and workbook
- Algebra 1 Honors – textbook and workbook
- Geometry Honors – textbook and workbook
- Algebra 2 Honors – textbook and workbook
- Precalculus Honors – supplemental folder of items (only needed for Ms. Hawley’s students)
- AP Statistics – textbook and supplemental folder of items
- AP Calculus AB/BC – textbook
- Personal Finance Literacy - workbook
- AP English Language Composition – textbook
- USF DE Introduction to Education – textbook
- AP Capstone Research - textbook
- World History Honors – workbook
- US History Honors – workbook
- AP Human Geography - textbook (only needed for Mr. Pipkins’ students)
- DE American National Government – textbook
- Band 3-6 – Mr. Sipiora will be here to sign out an instrument (if needed)
- Guitar 1-4 – Mr. Drucker will be here to sign out a guitar (if needed)
- AP Music Theory - textbook
- All 2D and Digital Art classes – sketchbooks
- Introduction to Engineering Design – sketch paper
- Computer Integrated Manufacturing – sketch paper
- Civil Engineering and Architecture – sketch paper
- Principles of Engineering – sketch paper
- Materials and Processes 1-3 – sketch paper